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Abstract: We derive a thermodyna.mically eonsistent model of 
the thermomechanical evolution of shape mernory materialsin three 
dimensions. The model is based on the linearized stra.in tensor and 
the absolute temperature as state variables. It accounts for the 
viscous and spatially nonloca.l effects, and constitutes a genera.liza
tion of the one-dimensiona.l Falk model. The constitutive equations 
comply with the entropy inequality. Examples of free energies cha.r
acteristic for shape mernory a.lloys and noncrysta.lline ma.teria.ls a.re 
given. 
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l. Introduction 

Beginning from the one- dimensional theory due to Fa.lk (1982, 1990) for marten
sitie phase transforma.tions of the shear type, the model of shape mernory alloys 
(SMA) ba.sed on the Ginzburg- La.ndau free energy has been the subjeet of ex
tensive studies, see, e.g. Niezgódka and Sprekels (1988), Sprekels and Zheng 
(1989), Sprekels (1990), Hoffmann and Żoehowski (1992), Żoehowski (1992). 

The ma.rtensitie phase transforma.tion, a.etivated by stress or temperature, 
is a speeia.l type of deformation of a. erystallattiee of pa.rent pha.se (a.ustenite) 
in a erystal lattiee of produet pha.se (martensite) without diffusion whieh is 
aeeompanied by a jump in the thermomeeha.niea.l properties (see, e.g. Levita.s, 
1998). A reverse phase tra.nsformation transforros ma.rtensite into a.ustenite. 

In three dimensions there exist different a.pproa.ches to the continuum de
scription of thermomecha.nical evolution of SMA. The well-known model due 
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to Fremond (1987) is based on the linearized strain tensor, the volumetric pro
portions of austenite and martensite, and the absolute tempera.ture as sta.te 
variables. The interfacial structure is accounted for there by the gradient of 
the strain tensor tra.ce. This model has been extensively studied, by e.g. Colli, 
Fremond and Visintin (1990), Hoffmann, Niezgódka. and Zheng (1990), Colli 
and Sprekels (1992, 1993), and Colli (1995). 

A different model has been derived by Fried and Gurtin (1 994) in an isother
mal case within a thermodynamical theory of configurational forces. It is based 
on the strain tensor, a multicomponent order parameter and its gradient. 

To describe the characteristic stress- stra.in relations of three- dimensiona.l 
SMA, Falkand Konopka (1990) have proposed an elastic energy density F( E, e), 
dependent on the symmetric strain tensor E and the absolute temperature 
e, which is invariant with respect to the cubic symmetry group of the high
temperature phase. More precisely, it satisfies the isotropy condition 

(1) 

for each of the 48 matrices G, which represent the corresponding symmetry 
operations in R 3 . The proposed energy i s a polynomial expansion up to sixth 
order with respect to the inva.riants, i.e. certain combinations of the strain 
tensor components, with temperature- dependent coefficients. 

A different elastic energy, proposed by Ericksen (1986), is expressed in terms 
of the right Cauchy- Green strain tensor in the form of a fourth order polynomial 
with temperature-dependent coefficients. This energy has been used by Kloucek 
and Luskin (1994) for numerical simulation of SMA dynamics in 3-D, with 
tempera.ture treated as a parameter. 

To account for the structure of moving interface boundaries Barsch and 
Krumhansl (1984) have proposed a stra.in-gradient elastic energy, derived on 
the basis of symmetry considera.tions. 

For a recent survey of continuum models for the evolution of microstructure 
in SMA, with empha.sis on "mesoscopical" models , we refer to R.oubicek (1999). 

We mention tha.t in the isothermal case a pha.se transition model in the form 
of a viscoelasticity system has been studied by many authors, e.g. Ball et al. 
(1991), Rybka (1992, 1994, 1997). 

Our goal here is to derive a thermodynamically consistent model of tbe 
thermomechanical evolution of shape mernory materials in three dimensions, 
which corresponds to the Falk-Konopka free energy as a prototype. 

The model is based on the linearized strain tensor E( u) = ~("Vu + ("Vu)T), 
where u clenotes the displacement vector, and the absolute temperature e. It 
constitutes a generalization of the one- dimensional Falk model. The field equa
tions correspond to the balance laws for linear momenturn and energy (for con
stant mass density) 

Utt - "\7 · O' = b, 

et + \l · q - a:Et = r, 

(2) 

(3) 
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where the stress tensor a, the interna.l energy e, and the energy flux q a.re 
modeled by constitutive relations a.ccounting for nonloca.l and viscous effects. 
The viscous effects a.re represented in the constitutive va.riables by the stra.in ra.te 
tensor Et =E( ut), and the nonlocal effects by higher order strain gra.dients'Dmf:. 
It turns out tha.t in order to cha.racterize constitutive rela.tions for materials with 
fint order strain-gradient free energy density 

f= }(E, DE, B), (4) 

it is necessary to adrnit Et as the constitutive va.riable. The stra.in-gradient 
energy contribution corresponds to spa.tia.lly nonloca.l effects. It ena.bles to de
scribe finer effects between the regions with nearly consta.nt stra.in tensor, and 
provides so-called diffuse (structured) interface approa.ch to the development of 
phase transition. 

As the main result of the paper i t is proved tha.t forsuch ma.terials the stress 
tensor and the energy flux relations compatible with the entropy principle have 
the following forms 

a=~~+ B(h- /,De), V(~)+ av, 

q = qo - Et· h, 

and the Gibbs relations hold 

e= f+ es, s= - f,e. 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Here s is the entropy density, and the expression * is the first variation of f 
with respect to E: 

o f 
OE = f,e -V · /,D€, (8) 

A third order tensor h is an arbitrary quantity, which is not restricted by the 
entropy principle. The presence of such a quantity is characteristic for phase 
transition models with first order gradient free energy (see Alt and Pawłow, 
1996). 

Moreover, the heat flux q0 and the viscous stress tensor av are subject to 
the dissipation inequality 

av l 
Ed0 ) + V(-g-) · qo 2 O for a.ll fields (u, B). (9) 

In particular, this inequality is satisfied by the standard Fourier law for heat 
conduction 

qo = -kVB, (lO) 

and Hooke's-like law for viscosity 

(11) 
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where k > O is the heat conductivity, v = const. > O is the viscosity coefficient, 
and A is the fourth order tensor o f linearized ela.sticity given through the rela.tion 

AE(u) =A trace E(u) I+ 2J.lE(u), (12) 

with A, 1-l denoting Lame constants. With the above constitutive relations, and 
with the particular choice of the tensor field 

(13) 

the equations (2), (3) transform to the form which in 1-D is identica.l with 
the evolution model due to Falk (1982, 1990). In ca.se the strain- gradient free 
energy contribution i s independent of temperature ( called energetic case), i.e. 
J,tJDe = O, the equations read 

Utt- vV. (AEt) +V. (V. f,De) =V. f,e (E, e)+ b, 

c( E, e)et -\l · (kVe) = e f,IJe :Et + (AEt) :Et + r, 

where 

c(E,e) = -ef,IJIJ (E, e) 

is the specific beat coefficient. 

(14) 

(15) 

The well-posedness of the system (14), (15) with appropriate initial and 
boundary conditions has been studied in Pawłow and Żochowski (2000) . For 
the sake of mathematical analysis the free energy has been assumed there in the 
form 

!(E, VE, e)= - cveloge +F( E( u), e)+ i l V. (AE(u)) 1
2 (16) 

involving the particular strain- gra.dient contribution. Here '"" = const . > O 
is a parameter corresponding to spatially nonlocal effects, and the divergence 
term can be interpreted as a resultant of forces acting on an elementary volume 
element. The first and the second term in (16) are the caloric energy and the 
elastic Falk-Konopka energy, respectively. 

In such a case the constitutive equation for the stress takes on the form 

(F) 

where the first term on the right-hand side is the elastic stress tensor, the second 
is the hyperstress tensor and the third is the viscous stress tensor. 

This relation augments the conventional constitutive law for an elastic ma
teria! in such a way that the stress tensor depends not only on the strain tensor 
E, but also on the strain rate tensor Et and the second spatial gra.dients D 2 E. 
The characteristic feature of constitutive law (17) is that the dependence of the 
stress tensor on E is nonlinear, but Et and D 2E enter linea.rly via Hooke's law. 
This constitutive equation generalizes to three dimensions the well- known one
dimensional viscosity-capillarity relation proposed by Slemrod (1983, 1984), and 
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analyzed in eogo Abeyaratne and Knowles (1991), and Truskinovsky (1994)0 In 
such a case the elasticity equation (14) takes on the form 

"' Utt -vQut + 4QQu =V' o F,e (E, B)+ b, (18) 

where Q standsfor the seeond order differential operator of linearized elastieity 

u~ Qu =V' o (AE(u))o 

The mathematical analysis in Pawłow and Żoehowski (2000) is based on the 
parabalie decomposition of the system (18)0 Sueh a proeedure is possible due to 
the partieular strueture of (18) involving operators Q and QQ, which eorrespond 
to the viscous and the nonlocal term, respeetivelyo 

It should be pointed out that with the seleetion (13) of the quantity h the 
interna! energy dynamics is not influeneed by the strain-gradient eontribution 
of the free energyo In the eontext of van der Waals-Korteweg gradient theory of 
phase transitians sucha postulate has been suggested by Felderhaf (1970) , and 
applied by Slemrod (1984) to study the eoupled effeets of viscosity, eapillarity 
and beat conduetion in 1-D easeo Then the energy equation (3) in the energetie 
ease, J,eDe = O, reduces to the form 

(19) 

where e0 ( E, B) = e( E, O, B) is the volumetrie interna! energyo For Fourier and 
Hooke's laws this yields (15)0 

We add here a eomment related to the frame- indifferenee question, whieh 
is not eonsiciered in this papero We point out that the eonstitutive relations of 
the model have been derived under the smali strain assumption of linearized 
elasticityo Therefore, the proposed model is in its origin an approximation to 
what must be a more eomplieated deseriptiono 

As known (see Fosdiek and Serrin, 1979), the linear stress response funetion 
is incompatible with the principle of frame-indifferenee, therefore an exaet linear 
eonstitutive theory for elastie solids is impossibleo This implies, in pa.rtieular, 
that the eonstitutive relation (17), assumed in Pawłow and Żoehowski (2000) 
for the sake of a mathematieal analysis, is not physieally meaningful. It should 
be pointed out, however, that Hooke's law satisfies the invarianee eondition of 
an isotropie funetion (see, eogo, Gurtin, 1981, po235)o In partieular, for viseosity 
the following eondition holds 

Rav(Et)RT = av(REtRT) 

for any proper orthogonal tensor R of the seeond order. 
The investigation of invarianee eonditions imposed by the axiom of frame

indifferenee in the framework of strain- gradient theory requires a separate studyo 
The paper is organized as followso In Seetion 2 we reeall the bala.nee la.ws, 

the entropy prineiple, and the basie thermodynamie relationso 
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In Section 3 we present a constitutive theory for strain-gradient thermo
viscoelastic materials. The constitutive relations involve dependencies of the 
internal energy, the stress tensor and the heat flux on the strain tensor, its 
gradients, the strain rate tensor, and the entropy and its gradients as thermo
dynamic variables. We decluce restrictions placed on the constitutive relations 
by the entropy inequality with undetermined multipliers. 

The linear momenturn and energy baJances in conjunction with the con
stitutive relations lead to the field equations, which are presented in Section 
4. The independent variables in these equations are the displacement vector, 
the entropy and the muliplier conjugated with the energy equation. In case 
of thermal stability, i.e. positive specific heat coefficient, by dua.lity relations, 
this multiplier can be identified with the inverse of the a.bsolute temperature. 
In such a case the relation between the temperature and the entropy defines 
a transformation. Consequently, the problem ca.n be alternatively expressed in 
terms of the displacement vector and the entropy, or the displacement vector 
and the temperature as independent variables. With the latter choice we arrive 
at the system (14), (15). 

Section 5 contains the examples of free energy densities for shape mernory 
alloys and noncrystalline materials in the 2-D and 3-D cases. 

The proofs are presented in Section 6. 
Throughout this paper tensor notation is used. Vectors and tensors are 

denoted by bold letters. For a = (ai), b = (bi), A = (Aj) , B = (Bij), 
C= (Cijk) we denote 

a· b= aibi, a· A= (aiAij), A· a= (Ajaj), 

B· C= (BijCijk), C· B= (CijkBjk), A:B = AjBij· 

The summation convention over repeated indices is used. 
The expression V· A(x) clenotes the divergence, 

where the convention of the contraction over the last index is used. The su
perscript T clenotes the tra.nsposition, and subscript s symmetrization of the 
tensor, V is the gradient operator. 

We write J,A = 8Af for the partia.l deriva.tive of the function f with respect 
to the variable A. In pa.rticula.r, for f sca.la.r-valued and A m a tensor of order 
m, f,A"' is a tensor of order m with components f,A"' 

''·l . . ·i .. ", 

Moreover, we den o te 

8f 8f 
f,i = fJxi ' !t = fJt . 
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2. Balance laws and basie relations 

Let n c Rn, n> l, be an open bounded domain with a smooth bonndary on, 
occupied by a body in the current configuration at time t. The behaviour of 
the body is described by the following fields: mass density p, velocity v = (vi), 
stress tensor a = (ui1), body force b = (bi), internal energy e, energy flux 
q= (ąi), heat supply r, which depend on time t and position x in n, and are 
assumed to comply with the balance laws and the entropy principle. 

The balance of mass, linear momentum, moment of momenturn and the total 
(internal plus kinetic) energy are at regular pointsof n locally expressed by the 
following equations (see, e.g., Miiller, 1985): 

Pt +p \l. V= o, 
PVt-'V·a=pb, a=aT, 

l V 12 
p( e+ -

2
-)t +\l · ( -v ·a+ q)= pb · v + pr, 

where subscript t clenotes the material time derivative 

cf>t = Ot c/>+ V 4>. V. 

Multiplying scalarly the first equation in (21) by v and using the identity 

where 

leads to the balance equation for the kinetic energy 

l V 12 
p(-

2
-)t- \l· (v ·a)+ a:(Vv)s = pb · v. 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

Subtraction of (23) from (22) gives the balance equation for the internal energy 

pet+ \l· q- a:(Vv)s = pr. (24) 

The balance laws (20) - (22) are eonsiciered together with constitutive relations 
reflecting material properties. The entropy principle is used to find out restric
tions on these relations, in other words - to select a class of thermodynamically 
consistent models. 

Let Y denote the set of constitutive variabies for the qua.ntities in balance 
laws. The entropy principle (see Miiller,1985 , Alt and Pawłow , 1996) asserts 
the existence of the entropy s = s(Y) and the entropy flux 'ljJ = {;;(Y), which 
are smooth functions of Y, with the following property: 
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For all smooth !ocal solutions of balance equations the en tropy source T, defined 
by 

St + \J · '1/J = T, 

satisfies the condition 

T 2: To, where To= io(Y, T), and fo(Y, O)= O for al! Y. 

(25) 

(26) 

Let u = (ui) denote the displacement vector and E = (Eij) the strain tensor. 
Further on we confine ourselves to liriear thermoelasticity. We assume the small 
strain approximation, that is - the relations 

E = (Vu)" and V = Ut. 

This implies that the strain rate tensor satisfies the equality Et= (Vv) 8 . 

We assume also that the mass density p is constant, normalized to unity. 
Consequently, we restrict the description of the processto the linear momenturn 
balance 

Utt - \l · U - b = 0, 

and the interna! energy balance 

et + \J · q- U:Et = T, 

which together yield the total energy balance 

l Ut 1
2 

(e+ -
2
-)t + \J · (-Ut· U+ q)- b· Ut =T. 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

For further use we recall here the duality relations (Legendre transforma
tions) for non-homogeneous continua characterized by an order parameter and 
its gradient (see Alt and Pawłow, 1996). 

Let e > O denote the absolute temperature and w := -iJ the inverse tem
perature. Within the first order theory with the strain tensor E as an order 
parameter the Helmholtz free energy density is given by a constitutive eqnation 
f= }(E, DE, e), where DE= (Eij,k) clenotes the third order tensor correspond
ing to space derivatives VE = (akEij)· Let <p= cp(E, DE,-IJ) = -!J}(E , DE,e) 
denote the reduced free energy density. 

The Gibbs relations read 

f = e - es, s = - f,e , 

or equivalently, 

s+ <p = we, e = <p,w . 

The specific heat coefficient is defined by 

c= c(E,DE,e) := e,e (E, DE,~). 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 
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Hence, by Gibbs relations, 

c= - Of,IJIJ = Os,IJ. (33) 

Under assurnption of therrnal stability, i.e. positive specific heat coefficient, 
c > O, i t follows frorn (30) that e 1---7 - j( E, DE, O) is a strictly convex function 
and w 1---7 cp( E, DE, w) a strictly concave function. Therefore the duali ty relations 
take place. In particular, there is the well defined conjugate convex function 

e(E,DE,s):= sup (Bs+f(E,DE,B))::;+oo, 
odkoo 

(34) 

which is a !ower sernicontinuous strictly convex function of s E R. Sirnilarly, 
there, is the well defined conjugate concave function of rp with e as dual variable. 

By (33) the map e 1---7 s( E, DE, i) is then strictly increasing, therefore the 
inverse map s 1---7 e( E, DE, s) exists. T he property o < e < 00 i s equivalent to 
s* <s< s* with s*= s*(E, DE) 2': -00 and s*= s*(E, DE)::::: 00. If s* <s< s* 
the supremurn in (34) is uniquely attained at e = e = e( E, DE, s) with 

e(E,DE,s)- j(E,DE,O) =Os, 

Then, by (30), 

e( E, DE,~)= e( E, DE, s( E, DE,~)), 

e, 8 (E, DE, s)= 0. 

that is- eis the interna! energy expressed as a function of the entropy s. 

(35) 

The duality relations allow to use alternatively the absolute ternperature 
e (or the inverse ternperature w), the entropy s, or the interna! energy e as 
independent variables. 

We note that the heat capacity in terrns of s is 

A A Al• l 
c= c( E, DE, s)= c( E, DE, O( E, DE, s)) = e-A- = e,s -_ - . e >S e >SS 

(36) 

For further use we recall also the following relation (see Alt and Pawłow, 1996, 
Proposition l, Sec.ll) 

of oe 
OE OE' 

which follows frorn (35). Actually, since 

j(E, DE, O) =e( E, DE, s(E, DE,~))- Os( E, DE,~), 

the second identity in (35) irnplies that 

with appropriate argurnents. 

(37) 

(38) 
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3. Constitutive equations 

We represent the material non-homogeneity (nonlocality) by the strain gradi
ents and the viscosity by the strain rate tensor as constitutive variables. To 
embed the modelling into thermodynamic theory we supplement the list of con
stitutive variables by the entropy and its gradients. The choice of entropy as an 
independent variable is convenient for exploiting the entropy inequality. Then, 
the interna! energy e in the canonical representation as a constitutive function 
of the strain tensor and entropy plays the role of a thermodynamical potential. 

The constitutive set is assumed in the following form 

where 

Y0 :=(E,DE, ... ,DM0 €,s,Ds, ... ,DKos), Nfo2:2 , Ko2:l 

is the stationary part associated with material non- homogeneity, and 

is the nonstationary part related to material viscosity. Here 

is (2+m)-th order tensor of variables corresponding to space deriva.tives 

v=€ = (8· 8 E)··· · -1 21''' 2m 1.) 1. 1J12J, ... ,t .m - , ... ,n• 

We use the convention D 0E =E. We sha.ll show that the set Y describes models 
with the first order strain-gradient interna! energy e, characteristic for materials 
of grade 2 (see, e.g., Toupin, 1964). Higher strain ra.te gradients in the set yt 
would allow for higher order energies. 

We eonsicter the bala.nce equations (27), (28) wit h constitutive equa.tions 

e= ~(Y) , q= ą(Y) , a= a(Y). (39) 

In order to select a class of thermodyna.mically consistent models we ap
ply the method based on eva.luating the entropy inequality with undetermmed 
multipliers (see Miiller, 1985, Alt and Pawłow , 1996, and Pawłow , 2000, for 
a.pplication to phase tra.nsition models). 

In particular, for the system (27) , (29) , (39) the en tropy inequality a.sserts 
that: 

- l Ut 1

2 
) ( ) St +"V·'l/J - >..u ·(Utt-V'·o--b) - >x((e+ -

2
-)t+"V·( - ut'o-+q -b·ut) 2: O, 40 

is sa.tisfied for all fields u, s, where '1/J = ;};(Y) is the entropy flux, A = ~(Y) 
and >..u := -~(Y)ut are undetermined multipliers conjugated with the tota.l 
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energy balance and the linear momenturn balance, respectively. We note that 
inequality ( 40) is equiva.lent to 

Clearly, (41) implies that for system (27), (28), (39) the entropy principle is 
satisfied with the entropy source T = 5-(Y)r. 
We impose the following structura.l assumptions : 
(Al) Nondegeneracy condition 

~, 8 (Y) >O for all Y. 

(A2) Relation between sta.tionary energy and entropy fluxes 

where 

(O) ._ , (Yo yt) i q .-q ' Y'=O 

clenotes the stationary energy flux, and other quantities a.re defined similarly. 
In addition, without loss of generality, we assume that 

(A3) the energy flux 

q= qo - Et· h 

splits into a heat flux ą0 = q0 (Y0 ) and a. nonstationary flux Et · h , where 

h = h(Y) is a certa.in third order tensor. 
We sha.ll prove the following 

PROPOSITION 3.1 (Consequences oj the entropy inequality) Assume that for 
balance equations ( 27), ( 28) with constitutive relations ( 39) t he entropy inequal
ity (41) is satisfied, and (Al)-( AS) hold. Then e, A, a , q and'!/; obey the follow
ing relations: 

(i) Internal energy relation 
e=~(E,DE ,s); 

(ii) Multiplier relation 
' l 

A = .\(E, DE, s) = -=- > O; 
e,s 

(iii) Entropy fiux relation 
'1/J = .\qąo +>-Et· (e,n" - h) ; 

(iv) There exists a second order tensor a v = Ó'v (Y) such that Jollawing are 
satisfied: 
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{iv-1) Stress tensor relation 
o e 1 (h _ ) 'ł"7, V 

a = OE + );" - e,ne · v /\ + a , 
where oe _ 'ł"7 _ 

OE = e,e - v · e,ne ; 

{iv-2) Residual inequality 
Ed.\av) +V'.\· qo 2: O 

for all fields u, s. 

The proof is given in Section 6. 

Further, for simplicity, we denote 

h - (- ) a = e,ne = e,, .... • . '·.J,. 

Here ae is the elastic stress tensor, ah corresponds to the strain- gra.dient energy, 
V'· ah = (8kCTtk) is ca.lled the hyperstress tensor (see, e.g., Toupin, 1964), and 
av = (CTJj) is the viscous (dissipa.tive) stress tensor. 

We note that in ca.se c > O, due to (38), the following equa.lities (with 
a.ppropriate arguments) take place 

We complement Proposition 3.1 by the following 

REMARK 3.1 • Assertions (i)- (iv) provide thermodynamical state lawsfor 
thermoviscoelastic materials oj grade 2. 

• The constitutive set Y is associated with internal energy e, which can 
depend only on the strain tensor, its gradient, and the entropy. 

• Under thermal stability assumption, c > O, by virtue oj the duality rela
tions (35 ), the multiplier .\ can be identified with the inverse temperature. 
Hence, assumption (Al) is equivalent to the positivity oftemperature. This 
property is satisfied for typical phase transitians models (see Section 5) . 

• The energy and entropy fiuxes are unconventional. They contain nonequi
librium fiuxes involving the tensor h, and are related by the condition 

'ljJ - .\q = A Et · a h. 

Therefore, at least one oj the fiuxes must contain nonequilibrium part. 
Entropy fiux relation (iii) generalizes the standard relation valid in equi
librium 

'ljJ = .\qo. 
The entropy inequality imposes no restrictions on the tensor h . 

• The difference (h - a h) eontribut es to the stress part d ue to temperatu re 
gradient. 

• (iv-2) is the residual inequality, which determines the constitutive equa
tions for the heat fiux qo and the viscous stress tensor av. 
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4. The model equations 

Motivated by the previous result we consider here an augmented model with 
the multiplier as an additional independent variable. Let us set 

l 
e=>:> o, 

and treat the equation 

e- e,s =o ( 42) 

as an additional constraint. This equation defines a nonequilibrium tempera
ture. Then, the residual inequality takes on the form of a standard dissipation 
inequality 

~(X; w):= X· J(X;w) 2 O for all (X; w) 

where 

l 
X:= (Et, D( -g)), 

av l 
J(X ,w) := (B,q0), w := (E, DE, s, -g) 

( 43) 

are thermodynamical forces, thermodynamical fluxes and state variables, re
spectively. 
~ is a dissipation scalar. 

For a given potential e= ~(E, DE, s), satisfying assumption (Al), the model 
consists of the linear momenturn balance (27) and the energy balance (28), with 
equation (A3) for the energy flux q, the stress tensor equation 

oe h 1 V 

a= OE+e(h-a )·V'(e)+a' (44) 

temperature equation (42), and dissipation inequality (43). 
The solution of ( 43) can be chara.cterized by mea.ns of the decomposition 

theorem due to Edelen (1973, 1974). It asserts that any mapping J(X;w) from 
En x Ep into En, with En, Ep vector spaces of dimension n and p, respectively, 
which is continuous in w and C 1 in X can be uniquely decomposed in the 
following way: 

J(X;w) = \7xD(X;w) + V(X;w), 

X·U(X;w) =0, 

( 45) 

( 46) 

where D(X; w) is a dissipation potential and U(X; w) is an anomaly vector, 
given by 

D(X;w) = 11 

X· J(TX; w)dT +d( w), ( 47) 
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( 48) 

Y'x clenotes the gradient with respect to X; U(X; w) is unique and D(X; w) 
is unique within an additive function of w (physically irrelevant). With such a 
decomposition the dissipation inequality (43) reduces to 

I:(X;w) =X· Y'xD(X;w) :2:: O. ( 49) 

The equality U= O is equivalent to Onsager's reciprocity relations. D(X; w) is 
convex in X and D(O;w) yields the absolute minimum of D(X;w) for fixed w. 
If X= O then (provided JE C 1•0 ) I:(O;w) =O and J(O;w) =O. 

In our case the decomposition tl1eorem, excluding anomalies,vi,e. for U= 0), 
provides the existence of a dissipation potential D which is convex, nonnega.tive 
and homogeneous o f a certain degree in t he varia b l es D ( ~) ·and ·Et, and t he 
following thermodynamic relationships 

aD av aD 
ąo = aD(~)' e ac:t' 

The standard example of a dissipation potential for the hea.t conductio1;1 is 

D= ~k 1 Vloge 1
2= ~ke2 

1 V(~) 1
2 

(50) 

where k > O is the heat conductivity coefficient. It governs the Fourier law for 
an isotropie continuum 

qo = -kVB. (51) 

The standard dissipation potential for the viscosity is analogous to the elastic 
free energy of an isotropie continuum (see Landau and Lifshytz, 1987, Chap.V) 

l l ]2 ~ 2} D= e{77[(ct)ik- 3oik(Et )ll + 2(Et)u 

where 7) > O and ~ > O are two viscosity coefficients. By virtue of (50), a v is 
given by 

(Jik = (Ac:t)ik := ~(c:t)uoik + 277 [(c:t)ik- ~oik(c:t)u], (52) 

where A corresponds to the fourth order tensor of linearized elasticity. Equation 
(52) expressed in the inverted form 

( ) l > V l ( V l> V) Et ik = 9~ Uik(Jll + 
277 

(Jik - 3Uik(Jll (53) 

represents linear Hooke's-like law. 
We shall show now that the augmented model is thermodynamically consis

tent: 
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PROPOSITION 4.1 C ansider the system o f balance laws (27} , (29) with tempera
ture given by equation (42}, and stress tensor by (44). We assume that interna[ 
energy e= ~(E, D€, s) satisfies assumption (Al}, and that the heat flux qo and 
the viscous stress uv satisfy inequality (43 ). Then the entropy inequality 

S t + 'V · '1/J Au · ( Utt - V · U - b) 

((
- l Ut 1

2 
( 

..\1 e+ -
2
-)t +'V· -Ut· u+ q)- b· Ut) 

>-2(e-e,s) 
Uv l 

= Et={7J)+V(-r;)·qo=:I:2::0 (54) 

is satisfied for all fields u, s, ~ , where the entropy flux '1/J is given in Proposition 
3.1 (iii} with A = ~, and the multipliers a re 

(55) 

The proof is given in Section 6. 

We shall show that the ahove assertion implies the Lyapunov property for 
the Gibbs function, defined by 

- l Ut 1
2 

V= ao(e+ -
2
-)- s, 

where a 0 = const. > O. By Proposition 4.1 i t follows tha.t for solutions of system 
(27), (29), (42), (44) the following identity is satisfied 

l l h l 
1/t+ '\l·((ao--e )( qo-Et·h)-e-EcU -aoUt ·U )+( B-ao)r-aob·ut+L": = 0.(56) 

Assuming vanishing hea.t source and body forces, r = O, b = O, we obta.in from 
(56) the growth relation 

.:!.._ r Vdx + r (ao - ~)(qo- Et. h). ndS - r ~(€t . u"). ndS 
dt J n Jen e Ja n e 
- ( ao(Ut·U)·ndS = - ( I:dx:s;O. 

Jan Jn 
Hence, if boundary conditions 

(qo- €t ·h)· n= O, (Et· u")· n= O, (ut· u)· n= O 

are sa.tisfied on 80, the Lya.punov relation follows 

.:!.._ f V dx = - f I:dx < O. 
dt Jn Jn -
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Under assumption of thermal stability, c > O, the formulation of the model 
can be simplified. Due to (36), the internal energy eis then strictly convex in 
the entropy s. Consequently, relation ( 42) between entropy s and temperature 
e defines a transformation. Therefore, in such a case one can use alternatively 
(u, s) or (u, e) as independent variables. 

We summarize here the governing equations: In terms o f (u, s) variabies the 
governing potential is the internal energy e = ~(E, DE, s) with the properties in 
(Al). The field equations are balance lawsof linear momenturn (27) and energy 
(28), with the stress tensor a, the energy flux q and the temperature e given 
by (44), (A3), and (42), respectively. The heat flux qo and the viscous stress 
tensor av are given correspondingly by Fourier and Hooke's law. 

The a.dvantage o f (u, s )-formula.tion is tha.t there is no sign constra.int on t he 
solution. However , the disadva.nta.ge is the lack of boundedness of the leading 
coefficients of the energy equation. 

In termsof (u ,e) variabies the potentia.l is the free energy f = j(E,DE,e) 
related to e = ~(E, DE, s) by the first equality in duali ty rela.tions (35). We no te 
that the second equality in (35) is equivalent to the second equa.lity in Gibbs 
relations (30) . 

Due to relationship (37) , the stress equa.tion ( 44) turns into the form 

(57) 

Two extreme cases for the stra.in- gra.dient term of f are of interest : the 
energetic case, f,eD" = O, and the entropie case ( !J ),en" = O, i.e. f with the 
strain-gradient term independent o f e and linea.rly dependent on e' respectively. 
The energetic case is typica.l for shape mernory alloys (see, e.g. Falk, 1982, 1990). 
The entropie case is characteristic for polymer materials (see examples in Alt 
and Pawłow, 1996) . 

In the energetic case the choice h = ah gives a independent of Ve. Then 
the energy flux is 

q = qo - Et . a h' 

and the entropy flux is stationary, 

'1/J = -\qo. 

In the entropie ca.se the choice h= O gives a independent of Ve. Then the 
equation for the stress tensor becomes 

a b f av 
e= bE(B)+e' (58) 

and the nonstationary flux a.ppears in the entropy equation. 
By Gibbs relations (30) it follows that 
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and 

S t = - j,(JE :Et - j,(JDE :V' Et - j,(J(J ()t· 

Hence, using expression (33) for the specific heat, the energy equation can be 
recast into the form 

c(E,())()t +\l · (qo- Et· h)= CT:Et- (f- ()j ,(J ),E :Et- (f- ()j,(J ),DE :vEt +r. 

One can see that with the choice h = CTh the above equation simplifies to the 
form 

(59) 

In consequence, in such a case the system takes on the form of the elasticity 
equation 

(60) 

coupled to the energy equa.tion (59), with q 0 and CTv given by Fourier's and 
Hook's laws, respectively. 

We note also tha.t in the energetic ca.se equa.tions (60), (59) provide system 
(14), (15), which ha.s been studied in Pawłow and Żochowski (2000). 

The system should be completed by the initial condition~ 

u(O,x) = uo(x), Ut(O,x) = u1(x), ()(O,x) = ()o(x) in D, 

and appropria.te boundary conditions, for exa.mple 

u = o on fo, (1. n= bl on rl, 
CTh ·n= O on 8D, 

V'()· n= poko(Bext- B) on oD, 

where fo and f 1 are disjoint partsof the boundary oD= f 0 u f 1 , fon f 1 = 
0, and n is the unit outward norma.! to 8D. The above boundary conditions 
express, respectively, tha.t the body is fixed on the part f 0 , subject to a. boundary 
force b 1 on r 1 , the normaJ o f the strain- gradient tensor CTh vanishes on 8D, and 
there is heat exchange through oD with external temperature ()ext and heat 
exchange coefficient po . 

Fina.lly, we note that the field equations corresponding to the entropie ca.se, 
with the specific choice h= O and CT given by (58) rea.d as follows 

Utt- V'· (AEt) +V'· (BY'· (f'~'"))= V'· j,'" +b, 

c( E, ())()t - \l · ( kV'()) = () j,(JE :Et - ()(V' · ( j,~E)) :Et + (A Et) :Et + r. (61) 

In this case energy equation includes contribution due to the hyperstress tensor. 
As far as we know, s uch class o f thermoela.stic systems ha.s not been eonsiciered 
in the litera.ture. 
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5. Examples of free energy density 

Example l. The Falk model for 1-D shape mernory a.lloys (SMA) (see Falk, 
1982, 1990). The free energy density has the Ginzburg-Landau-Devonshire 
form 

!(E, DE, B) = fo(E,B) + j 0 (DE) (62) 

where fo and f 0 denote the volumetric and stra.in- gradient contributions, given 
by 

Here Cv, a2, a4, a6, 81, fi, are nonnegative eonstan ts; E = Ux is t he strain, Cv > O 
is the caloric specific beat coefficient, fi, > O is the surface energy coefficient. 

According to Gibbs relations, the corresponding expressions for the interna! 
energy e and the entropy s are 

e 

- s 

The corresponding specific heat coefficient is 

c = c( E, DE, B) = Cv- Bj~' (B)h(e). 

(64) 

(65) 

(66) 

Assume that h is concave, so that c > O for all arguments. Consequently, 
by dnality relations, the temperature expressed as a function of entropy, B = 
O(E,DE,s), is given by 

l l ' B= exp( - s+ - !1 (B)h(E) -l). 
Cv Cv 

(67) 

In the standard case, h (B) =B, so that 

8 = ex p ( S + h (E) - l). 
Cv 

Note that since s does not depend on Dr: the transformation between s and 
e does not involve DE. Moreover, the constraint o < e < (X) is equiva.lent to 
s* <s< s* with s*(E, Dr:)= - oo and s*(E, Dr:)= +oo, that is - forthis example 
there are no constraints on the entropy s. The expression for e = ~(f, DE, s) 
follows by setting in (64) e= O(r:,Dc,s). 
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Example 2 . A model for noncrystalline shape mernory material in the 2-D 
case (see Żochowski, 1992, 1993). 

The corresponding expression for the free energy in 2-D has been derived by 
averaging the 1-D Falk free energy. T he model is justified for a polymer con
sisting of long molecular chains which exhibit one-dimensional sha.pe mernory 
effect and point in random directions with negligible interactions at a micro
scopic level. 

The idea is of averaging based on eonsiciering a single cell of unit size on a 
plane with a string connecting opposite sides, and having the elastic energy 

l 2 l 4 l 6 
Fs(t:u,8) = 2a2fi(8)t:11 - 4a4t:u + 6a5t:11 . 

An application of the following 2-D transformation rule for the strain E 

t:u(a) = rT(a)t:r(a), 

(68) 

where r( a) = ( cosa, -sina f, and a clenotes the inclination angle o f the string 
with respect to x 1-axis, gives 

t:u(a) = (cos2a)t:11 + (sin2a)t:22 - 2(sinacosa)t:l2· 

The averaged elastic energy density is 

l 127r F( E, 8) =- F 8 (t:u(a), 8)da. 
2n 0 

Thus, the volumetric free energy density, which is the sum of the caloric and 
the elastic energy, is given by 

fo = fo(t:,8) = !*(8) + F(t:,8). (69) 

Example 3 . The 3- D Falk-Konopka model for SMA (see Falkand Konopka, 
1990). 

An elastic free energy density, dependent on the full stra.in tensor and the 
temperature, which is invariant with respect to the cubic symmetry of the high 
temperature phase, has been proposed in the form of a sixth order expansion 

3 5 2 

F(t:,8) = LFlJl + LF;4 1[ + LF;6 1? (70) 
i = l i = l i= l 

expressed in terms o f invariants J;k , i = l , . . . , i k, o f k-t h order corresponding 
to material parameters F;k . Jf are given by 

2 J2 3 2 2 J2 2 2 2 t:y , 2 = t:2+t:3 , 3 =t:4+t:5+t:6, 

(Ji? , J:i=t:~ + t:g + t:~ , Jf = (Jf? , Jt=JiJf , 

t:~(t:2- q) 2 + t:~(t:2 + q) 2 + 4t:§t:~, 
(Ji)3, J~ = t:~(t:~ - t:§? , 
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where 

Ef =(El+ E2 + E3)/3, E2 = (2E3- El- E2)/6, 

E3 =(El - E2)/2, q= E4j2, E5 = E5j2, Eij = E5j2, 

and the following strain notation is used 

El =Ell> E2 = E22, E3 = E33, 

E4 = 2E23> E5 = 2El3, E5 = 2E12· 

Here, in contrast to 1-D SMA, not only a. second order but also higher order 
material parameters Fik can depend on tempera.ture. For a. CuAlNi alloy a 
linear dependence on temperature of a fourth order coefficient is determined by 
comparison with experiment (see Fa.lk and Konopka, 1990, Sec. 5). 

Example 4. Model for ferroelastic material in 2-D (see Ba.rsch and Krum
hansl, 1984). 

Heterogeneous structures in ferroelastic materials where a. cubic prototype 
phase maycleform into three tetragonal varia.nts a.re described by the Ginzburg
Landau free energy density of the form 

j(E,DE,B) fo(E,B) + j 0 (DE), (71) 

fo A(e~ + e5) + Be3(e5- 3e~) + C(e~ + e5) 2, 

! 0 g[(81e2)2 + (82e2)2 + ((81e3) 2 + (82e3)2)/3 

+ 2(81e281e3 - 82e282e3)jv'3] 

+ h[(81e3)2 + (82e3) 2 - v'3(81e281e3 - 82e282e3)] 

where 

e1 = (Eu + E22 + E33)jv'3, e2 = (Eu- E22)/vf2, 

e3 = (Eu + E22- 2E33) /V6, e4 = E23, e5 = E13, e5 = E12 

are symmetry strains appropriate for cubic symmetry, Eij are components of 
the strain tensor, A, B and C > O are elastic constants, g, h are strain gradient 
coefficients describing nonlocal ela.stic beha.viour. The coefficient A depends 
linearly on tempera.ture e. 

The assumption underlying (71) is tha.t the phase tra.nsformation is described 
by the two-component order parameter (e2 , e3 ) and is independent of x 3 . 

6. Proofs of Propositians 3.1 and 4.1 

Proof of Proposition 3.1. We use the method of exploiting the entropy 
inequality with undetermined multipliers, presented in detail in Pawłow (2000). 
A constitutive function on the set Y is defined as the following extension 

'( Am + (Am)skew Bm + (Bm)skew ) q Eij>"'' ij ij , ... ,s, ... , , ... 
=: q(Eij, .. . , (A0), ... , s, Bm, ... ) 
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for all tensors Aij and B m denoting DmEij for 2 ::; m ::; Mo and Dm s for 
2 ::; m ::; K 0 , respectively. We are doing so, because e.g. in the case of D 2Eij 

the varia b l es Eij ,kl and Eij ,lk are treated as independent despite t he equality 
OkOlEij = OlOkEij· 

For f = ](Y) a smooth sca.lar-valued function of its arguments, we denote 
the algebraic version of spa.tia.l deriva.tive restricted to sta.tiona.ry va.ria.bles Y 0 

by 

Mo Ko 

aro f:= L f,nme :DmE,i +L f,D'"s :Dms,i i= l, ... ,n, 
m=O m=O 

and by Vyo f the corresponding gradient. Simila.rly, for a smooth vector-va.lued 
function 'łjJ = {/;(Y) with va.lues in Rn the a.lgebraic version of the divergence 
restricted to sta.tiona.ry varia. b l es Y 0 i s denoted by \7 yo · 'łjJ. 

By inserting the constitutive equa.tions in to the en tropy inequa.lity ( 41) and 
applying chain rule we get 

St + 'ł/J,e, :DEt + \i'yo · 'ł/J - A.e,e, :Ett 

Mo Ko 

-A L e,Dke :DkEt- A L e,Dks :Dk St 

k=O k=O 

-A.q,€t :DEt- A yrYO . q+ AO':Et 2:: o (72) 

for all variables (Z, Y). Here 

Z := ( Ett, (DkEth:Sk:SMo, (Dk St)O:Sk:SKo, DMo+lE, DKo+l s). 

clenotes the set of varia. b l es in w hi ch t he left-hand side o f (72) is linea.r. By the 
linearity in Eu, DkEt for 2:::; k:::; Mo and in Dkst for l :::; k:::; K0 , it follows 
that the corresponding coefficients ha.ve to va.nish. This implies a.ssertion (i). 
The linea.rity in St together with a.ssumption (Al) implies assertion (ii). The 
terms linear in DEt yield the equa.lity 

(73) 

Let us set 

;p:= 'łjJ- ,\q, (74) 

-(O) 
Owing to assumption (A2), 'łjJ =O. Since ,\ is independent of Et, (73) gives 

Hence, 

(75) 
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whićh together with (74) shows assertion (iii). 
With the above eondusians inequa.lity (72) is reduced to 

We have the following easily verified identities 

Vyo . '1/J- >. Vyo . q Vyo . ;p+ V>. . q, 

yo - - -
V ·'1/J = Ede,oe·V>-+>-V·e,oe), 

where we have used the fact that, due to (ii), V>.= Vyo >.. 
With these identities the equality (76) becomes 

Ed>-u- Ae,e +>-V. e,oe +e,oe ·V>-)+ V>. . q;:::: O. 

(76) 

(77) 

We note that, by assumption on M 0 , Ko, the left- hand side of (77) depends on 
the variabies in Y. Using assumption (A3), the identity 

and defining the second order tensor uv, dependent on the variabies in Y, by 

>.uv =>.u- A~! + (e,oe -h)· V>., 

we obtain inequality (77) in the form 

EdAuv) +V A· qo 2': O. 

Together with (78) this shows assertion (iv). 

(78) 

(79) 

• 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Let u, s, w= t be any fields. We multiply the 

left- hand sides of equations (27), (29), and (42) by Au, >. 1 , and >. 2 , which are 
defined in (55), respectively. Then we get from (27) and (29) , 

- l Ut 1

2 

Au · ( Utt - V · u - b) + AJ ( (e+ -
2 
-)t + V · (-Ut · u +q) - b · Ut) 

=wet+ wV ·q- WEt:~!- Ed(h - uh)· V w)- wuv:Et, (80) 

and from ( 42), 

A2(e - e,s) = St- we,s St. (81) 

Note that for the first term on the right- hand side of (80) we have 

(82) 

The second term on the right-hand side of (80) we write in the form 

wV ·q= V· (wq)- Vw · (qo- Et· h). (83) 
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The third term on the right-hand side of (80) equals to 

óe. 
-WEt: ÓE -wEdO'e- V· O'h) 

-WO'e:Et- WO'h:'\i'Et +\l · (WEt· O'h)- '\i'w · (Et· O'h). (84) 

Hence, by adding (80) and (81) it follows that the sum of the la.st three terms on 
the left-hand side of (54) is equal to -(st +\l· 'ljJ - I;). Together with inequa.lity 
(43) this shows inequa.lity (54). • 
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